We propose symbolic learning as extensions to standard inductive learning models such as neural nets as a means to solve few shot learning problems. We device a class of visual discrimination puzzles that calls for recognizing objects and object relationships as well learning higher-level concepts from very few images. We propose a two-phase learning framework that combines models learned from large data sets using neural nets and symbolic first-order logic formulas learned from a few shot learning instance. We develop first-order logic synthesis techniques for discriminating images by using symbolic search and logic constraint solvers. By augmenting neural nets with them, we develop and evaluate a tool that can solve few shot visual discrimination puzzles with interpretable concepts.
Introduction
Humans are capable of not just detecting objects or immediate object relationships in images, but also detect higher-order relationships, patterns, symmetries, and reason with them. While deep neural nets [14] have made great strides in recognizing objects and (to a lesser extent) recognizing immediate object relationships (like "man riding a horse", "man leaning against a wall", etc.), these have not resulted in general scene understanding, recognizing patterns, and reasoning.
In this work, we identify a particular few-shot learning problem formulated as visual discrimination puzzles (VDP) that humans do well at and that makes a compelling case for integrating object recognition, object relationships, and reasoning. In this puzzle, as illustrated in Figure 1 below, we are given a set of training images S (a, b, c, and d), and given a second set C of candidate images (#1, #2, #3, and #4), and asked the following question:
Which image in the second row is most similar to all the images in the first row?
The above question has the flavor of certain IQ puzzles and also Bongard problems [1] , but differs in that they involve real objects and scenes rather than artificial shapes.
We invite the reader to try solving the puzzle before reading further.
While people we have asked this question can (and do, in our experience) come up with different answers, many people give #2 as the answer, and when asked why, often reply that all images of the first and the image #2 have two cats sitting on the same couch while the other images in the second row do not.
Natural reading of the puzzle leads people to ask the following question when they solve them:
Is there a concept ϕ that is shared between all images in the first row, and is shared with precisely one image in the second row. Finding such a concept then leads to identifying the candidate image in the second row that is most similar to the first row of training images. Notice the following salient aspects of the problem. First, Figure 1 : A Visual Discrimination Puzzle instance the training set S is extremely small making it a few shot learning problem; the solver needs to find something common in all the training images and must do so looking at only these (3 to 4) training examples. In fact, having hundreds of images in the first row would make the problem harder for humans. Second, the images of the puzzle are tied together in phrasing the problem. The solver cannot just find something that is similar to all training images-they need to find a common concept that ties them and precisely one of the candidates, excluding the other candidates. Consequently, a candidate may be justifiable in one puzzle but may not be justifiable in a slightly different puzzle where training set S is identical but where the other candidate images are different. Finally, we would accept an answer from a person/machine perhaps only if they justify it-we want to know the precise concept that discriminates the images, be able to interpret it and indeed be able check evaluate the discriminator on images to see that it satisfies the requirements of the puzzle.
Contributions: Our primary contribution in this paper is to formulate the problem as a two phase learning problem, and utilize it to build two-phase solutions for visual discrimination puzzles that combine inductive learning using neural nets and symbolic learning using first-order logic (FOL). We implement such a two-phase learning solution for a class of visual discrimination puzzles, which combines learning from large training sets using deep neural nets and symbolic learning of object relationship patterns using dialects of FOL. The former is realized using existing neural learning models [14] for object recognition [24, 16] . The latter is novel and is performed using a discrete search solved using logic constraint solvers (SAT/SMT [8] ). Since such visual discrimination puzzles are not available readily as benchmarks, this work's contribution also lies in formulating a large variety of such puzzles for researchers to work with.
We show that the system is capable of discriminating images using fairly complex higher-level concepts that are expressible in FOL, where these concepts are readily interpretable. For example, for the puzzle above, our system could learn the FO sentence:
The discriminating formulas produced by our system are robust (no errors in the symbolic phase, and overall also fairly robust), accurate (the concept does indeed show the similarity and differences between the images required by the puzzle), and sensible to us (picked the same image that we would have picked ourselves). There are, however, many instances where we find that our tool discovers alternate formulations of the concept than what we expected, and in some cases even picked alternate concepts that seem valid (that we would accept if a person gave as a reason for their choice).
Few-shot Learning as Learning in Two Phases: Neural and Symbolic
How do people learn concepts effectively from very few examples? Reflecting on how people solve the visual discrimination puzzles, as the one illustrated above, we formulate few-shot learning problems, as, in general, comprising at least two phases:
Phase 1: Neural Learning using Large Datasets Phase 2: Symbolic Learning FO formulas using extracted FO models Phase 2: Few-shot learning Utilizing the concepts learned in Phase 1, learn robust higher-order concepts from even a small set of examples.
In solving VDP problems, humans clearly have first learned to distinguish objects (cats, couches), object relationships (cat sitting on couch), poses, and other attributes (cat has closed eyes), etc., using a rich visual experience accumulated from childhood, which corresponds to Phase 1. However, when proposed a particular instance of the puzzle, they do not have rich experiences (they perhaps haven't solved a lot of such VDP puzzles before), but can still learn the common concept that ties the few training images by composing higher-level concepts built using lower level prelearned concepts.
A framework for few-shot learning combining neural nets and symbolic learning
We now turn to a concrete instantiation of the above framework for few shot learning to solve visual discrimination puzzles, illustrated in Figure 2 .
Neural Learning algorithms for Phase 1 : Learning object classifiers, relationships, poses, etc. is a well studied problem, and learning deep convolutional neural nets have been shown to result in effective models. For instance, the YOLO system [24] is a general-purpose object detector in the literature learns to predict multiple bounding boxes and class labels with probabilities, using a single convolutional neural network (CNN) trained over more than a million images from the IMAGENET dataset. We use YOLO in implementing our VDP solver in this paper. However, we can also use other systems for this phase, for example, systems that can predict classes ("cat", "sink"), attributes ("cat is black"), and relationships between objects (like "cat is sitting in the sink").
Symbolic Logic Learning algorithms for Phase 2 :
In this phase, we propose to feed the given few shot data (in the case of VPD, these are the 6-8 images of the puzzle instance) to the pretrained neural net and extract outputs from it. These outputs can be raw outputs of the last layer of the neural net or suitably interpreted information from them (extracting information from close to the last layers are interesting too; however, in this paper, we extract only clearly interpretable output such as object classes and relationships). We propose that these outputs then be used to build finite first-order models that describe objects, attributes, and relationships. And we propose to use symbolic learning of first-order logic formulas from these first-order models to discriminate between these models.
The Phase 2 of symbolic logic learning above is the novelty of the proposed approach, and we describe this in detail in the next section.
3 Symbolic Learning of First-Oder Logic Discriminators from FO Models 3.1 First-order logic: Syntax, Models, Semantics
We define now standard first-order logic, but with foreground universes and implicit background universe. Second-order features will be encoded in the first-order models themselves (such as count of number of objects of a certain category). We will later define dialects that define natural concepts more succinctly to bias learning.
We define first-order relational logic with multiple sorts S (S is finite) and over a signature Σ = (C, R), where C is a finite set of constant symbols and R is a finite set of relation symbols. We will denote elements of C using symbols such as c, c , c i , etc., and denote symbols of R using symbols such as R, R , R i , etc. Each relation symbol is associated with an arity n ∈ N, n > 0. The set of sorts S is partitioned into foreground sorts FS and background sorts BS (S = FS ∪ BS; BS ∩ FS = ∅).
Intuitively, we will use two finite foreground sorts, one for objects in an image and one for labels, and model class labels as relations between objects and labels and model object relationships using relations over objects. We will also use an implicit (infinite) background sort of natural numbers (N) and use functions from labels to this background sort to capture the cardinality of a class (number of objects of that class in the image).
The syntax of first-order logic is given by the following grammar, where we fix a countable set of first-order variables X, and assume each variable has an implicit sort:
The above are called FO formulas, and formulas where every variable is quantified is called an FO sentence.
A first-order model is a structure M = ({U s } s∈S , { c | c ∈ C}, { R | R ∈ R},. Here U s is universe (a set of elements) for each sort s ∈ S (the universes for different sorts are disjoint), c is an element of the appropriate sort that serves as the interpretation of the constant symbol c, and each R is a relation of the appropriate sort and arity that interprets the relation symbol R.
Given a model M and a sentence ϕ, we say ϕ holds in M (denoted M |= ϕ if ϕ evaluates to true when interpreted over the universe of M and when the meanings of constant and relation symbols are as M defines. We omit the standard definition of formal semantics and refer the reader to a text [11] .
Extracting First-Order Models from Outputs of Neural Nets
We now describe how we extract first-order models from images (we construct one FO model for each image).
First, we fix two foreground sorts, one for objects O and one for class labels L. We fix a single background universe of natural numbers N and have the standard relations for this sort (≤, <, +, * , etc.).
For a given image I, we feed it to the pretrained neural network and do the following:
-We extract the set of objects and set that to be the universe of the object sort. In systems such as YOLO, these correspond to bounding boxes that have at least one label prediction that is beyond a chosen threshold.
-We relate each object to the (possibly multiple) labels for it that the network indentifies, by modeling it as a binary relation labelOf between the object sort and the label sort. We also provision a relation same(·, ·) that captures whether two objects have a common label.
-We extract as much object relationships as the model can give us, and model them as relations over the objects.
-We also allow a set of auxiliary relation definitions that define semantics of relations based on the output of the network. For example, we can define the following binary relations that can be computed from the position and dimensions of the bounding boxes of two images: left(·, ·), right(·, ·), above(·, ·), and below(·, ·). These are defined using a suitable calculation; note that these talk about relationships between the 2D embedding of the bounding boxes, and may not corresponding to actual object relationships in the 3D scene. However, in certain instances such as puzzles, these can serve as proxy for such object relationships. Another auxiliary relation we use is a relation count that relates every label (in the label sort) to a natural number (a background sort), by computing the number of objects of that label that exist in the image (e.g., count(cow, 5) to model the fact that the network has identified five cows in the image).
Formulating the solving of visual discrimination puzzles as formula synthesis
We now formulate the problem of solving a visual discrimination puzzle as synthesizing a formula that acts as the discriminator. Let us fix an instance of the puzzle that consists of a set S = {s 1 , . . . s u } of u training images and a set C = {c 1 , . . . , c v } of v candidate images. Recall that the VDP problem is to find a concept that is common to all the images in S and exactly one image in C.
Learning FO Discriminators
We describe our algorithm to learn FO discriminators to solve a given VDP puzzle. We formulate this problem as a synthesis problem of FO formulae. Our algorithm uses an SMT solver to systematically search the space of formulae that satisfy the discriminator constraints discussed in Section 3.3. We formulate constraints such that these are satisfiable if and only if there exists an FO discriminator. Moreover we can recover an FO discriminator given a satisfying model for the SMT constraints.
Specifically we assume a template for the desired formula (we iterate over templates) in the form of a parse tree. This template contains holes that express many possible choices: which quantifiers to use (existential or universal), operators to use at internal nodes (conjunction/disjunction/implication/negation), the atomic relational formulae at leaves of this parse tree, the arguments for the atomic relations (variables or constants). We create variables h of the appropriate kinds that fill these holes and define a function Interpret(h, M ) such that given a valuation of h for the holes and a model M , Interpret(h, M ) holds if and only if the formula defined by the settings h holds in the model M .
Given the constraints in Section 3.3 the formula synthesis problem can now be phrased using a disjunction of the following constraints, one for each c M in C M :
The above formula is satisfiable if and only if there is an FO discriminator. Finally, our algorithm searches for an FO discriminator by making several conjectures of various templates and discharges these checks to an SMT solver, terminating when it finds a discriminator.
We now given some details of how we define Interpret. We achieve this by encoding the constraints in the SMT theory of uninterpreted functions with equality which can be easily discharged by stateof-the-art solvers such as Z3 [8] . This encoding has two major components: (i) an encoding of the FO models and (ii) an encoding of the discriminator constraints. We encode the FO models using uninterpreted constants to model objects, images, and labels. We similarly encode objects and labels and can then define the natural membership relation between the datatype of objects and the datatype of images. This is definable as a finite Boolean formula expressed as a disjunct over the various object and image pairs. Similarly we can encode every relation in the FO model as a disjunction over the various tuples on which the relation holds. Extending this encoding to the setting where we have a background sort of natural numbers is straightforward.
The second component of the encoding is much more complex. We fix a (iteratively increasing) bound on the number of variables and atomic relational formulae that can occur in the formula. This bounds the space of parse trees of such formulae which we can then encode into SMT. We then define the semantics of the quantifiers, various operators and atomic relational formulae as discussed above. In particular, since the universe consists of a finite number of objects, the quantifiers range over finite domains (and hence can be converted to conjunctions/disjunctions). Lastly, we create a set of variables to denote the choice of quantifiers, operators, atomic relational formulae and their arguments and ask the SMT solver if there exists an assignment to these variables that serves as a discriminator.
Finally we iterate from simpler to more complex templates and report the discriminators in that order. The discriminator determines the candidate to be picked.
First-order Dialects and Biases
While our learning of FO discriminators does synthesize the smallest discriminator formulas, we refine the hypothesis space to disallow uninteresting concepts. First, we restrict the logic so that quantification of all variables are restricted to be over objects, as quantification over other elements (labels, numbers, etc.) do not define natural concepts. Second, we think the following biases are natural biases for visual discrimination puzzles:
-Concepts that describe scenes and act as discriminators are more often use existential quantification, and more often purely use conjunctions (not involve disjunctions or implication). Hence preferring such formulas over others (for similar sized formulas) biases towards learning more natural concepts.
-When detecting objects in scenes, a neural net recognizes a subset of objects in the scene but is not complete. Consequently, a concept that relies on the fact that other objects are not recognized is often not robust. Restricting the logic in certain ways avoids such non-robust concepts-for example, negating an atomic labeled relation is typically not useful (stating that something is not a dog, for example), though universally quantified formulas guarded with an implication that checks a label is useful ("for every x, if x is a dog, then there is a y, where y is a couch and x is on y").
-When synthesizing universally quantified formula, we typically intend formulas not to hold vacuously (i.e., formulas of the form ∀x.ϕ(x) ⇒ ψ when true in a model must have some valuation of x for which ϕ holds. We want to exclude (or rank lower) discriminators if they hold on some images only vacuously.
We make such choices for the VDP problems in our evaluation; while these restrictions can themselves be learned using a large number of puzzle instances, we do not do this in this work, as this is a different problem (where the system has access to large number of puzzles to learn from).
Evaluation
Visual puzzle discrimination dataset: Since visual discrimination puzzles are not common, we created a dataset of such puzzles, in two phases. First, we created a core set of 19 visual discriminators that humans would understand (first column), and then generated several (typically 20) puzzles for each discriminator. These puzzles were formed by searching for images on the internet and in the COCO image dataset [18] that are can form a reasonable puzzle that we can give to a human. Various puzzles were then constructed by choosing subsets of images in different combinations for test/train sets. In total, our dataset consists of 380 puzzles.
Implementation: We implemented our solution by combining YOLO [24] (a model trained on the ImageNet database) with a symbolic learner that we implemented using the SMT solver Z3. The learner prioritizes smaller formulas in general with a range of constraints that rule out useless concepts and vacuous concepts as described in Section 3.5. Experiments were performed using single cores on several modern desktop machines (similar to Intel Xeon/3.7GHx12, 30GB RAM). Table 4 shows various discriminating concepts we had while creating puzzle instances. Our puzzles do not have one correct answer; people we asked on some of these puzzles often gave different answers with different discriminators. Our system learns, in many variants, different discriminators (often simpler concepts) than the ones we intended to solve the puzzle. We list in the table the most common discriminators it synthesized, and also record the number of discriminators that it came up which we deemed upon manual inspection to make sense (called "Correct"). The others are those where the discriminator did not make sense-these were typically because the YOLO network did not recognize objects correctly or the auxiliary relations did not make sense (one object being say to the left of another did not naturally hold in the real 3D scene depicted).
We now describe some formulas our system learned. For the two-cats-on-one-couch puzzles, the most common discriminator learned is very different from how we may express it in logic (given in the Introduction). The learned formula says that there exists an x (the couch) such that for every object y, there is an object z (a cat) that is on x. Note that if there is a cat on a couch, then if x is the couch and y is taken to be the cat, then we require another object to be on the couch. Hence it says there are two objects on the couch, which in these images translates to requiring there being at least two cats on the couch. We find this aspect of the system to be creative; it finds essentially similar concepts as humans do, but expresses it in different ways (note that these are inequivalent formulas). On the "Oranges arranged in a diagonal" class of examples, the system surprisingly learned a discriminator that said "for any two objects x and y, if y is to the right of x, then it is also below x".
While the table reports only the first discriminator (simplest) that the tool learned, we also had the tool learn the top k discriminators (for a small k) and found that these concepts were often correct too, and very often, it included essentially the target concept we had in mind. The time taken for solving puzzles (including finding multiple discriminators) was typically around 5 minutes per puzzle (our tool is not optimized for time and is in fact sequential; however, there is a large scope for parallelism here as calls to evaluating the neural net on images, calls to the SMT solvers for various candidate choices as well as various template formulas can be executed in parallel).
Related Work
The idea of learning of using two phases of learning, the first over a large dataset to learn certain concepts and the second to solve a few-shot learning problem by composing these concepts, is not new. The work on recognizing hand-written character sets in world languages [17] explores a similar idea. In this work, the authors pose a visual puzzle similar to ours, solve the first phase by learning a generative model of handwritten characters using strokes, and solve the latter phase by using Bayesian learning to construct programs that stitch strokes together to form letters. In our work, we use neural models for images to recognize objects and their relationships in the first phase, and use SMT-solver based learning of first-order formulae that discriminate images in the second phase. The visual puzzles in our work are also different in that we require the chosen candidate to be discriminated from other candidates in the test suite, and this makes a compelling use of a logic solver. The idea of synthesizing programs to explain behavior and generalize from them has been explored in various other work recently [10, 19] . Non-symbolic approaches to one-shot learning have also been explored [12] .
The area of synthesizing programs from discrete data has a rich history in the AI as well as the programming languages communities; in the former in the area of inductive logic programming (ILP) [6] , and the latter in the area of program synthesis [3, 15] (where the use of SAT/SMT solvers is common [25, 2] ).
There has been a flurry of recent work in combining neural and symbolic learning techniques that are not just for few-shot learning problems. In some contexts, the learner needs to output a program (e.g., helping programmers write code by learning from large code repositories [22, 23, 4] ), calling for combining neural and symbolic learning, and several new techniques have emerged [5, 13, 27, 21, 20, 9, 7, 26] . In this context, our work is novel in that it combines the neural and symbolic layers in two different layers, where the symbolic layer sits higher and is used synthesize interpretable logical discriminators as well as to handle few-shot learning effectively.
